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The Fundamental Model of Magnetotelluric 

Sounding 

VLADIMIR I. DMITRIEV AND MARK N. BERDICHEVSKY 

Abnract-It is widely beliewd that the Tikhonov-CIgniud mode! can 
be applied in the magnetotenuric method of exploration geophysics if 
the horizontal field changes are suff"JCiently slow. Actually, this is 
overly restrlctiYe and may give rise to unjustified doubts about the 
validity of the T'lkhonoY-cagniatd model. This paper shows that the 
condition detennining the applicability of the model is the linearity of 
the horizontal field changes, rather than the slowness of these chanp. 
This considerably extencU the sphere of practkal appIk:ations of the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard model. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

T IKHONOV [1] and Cagniard [2] have suggested a 
method for determining the electrical conductivity of 
the Earth's crust and upper mantle from the horizontal 

components of the magnetotelluric (MT) fields (the natural 
electric and magnetic fields at the Earth's surface) when these 
fields are measured simultaneously at a single point of the 
Earth's surface. This method has become known as MT 
sounding. The fundamental model behind the Tikhonov
Cagniard method of magnetotelluric sounding is extremely 
simple. A uniform monochromatic electromagnetic plane 
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Fig. 1. Tikhonov-Cagniard model. 

wave, incident vertically, excites the plane.,),ayered Earth 
(Fig. 1), the electrical conductivity a of which is a continuous 
or piecewise continuous function of the depth z (the z-axis is 
directed downwards) and whose magnetic permeability is 
everywhere equal to Ilo = 41T ' 10-7 HIm. The time depen
dence of the field is expressed by the factor exp(-iwt). 
Displacement currents are neglected. In this one-dimensional 
model 

(1) 

where Z is the Tikhonov-Dzgniard impedance which satisfies 
the Riccati equation 

dZ 
- - aZ2 = iw/J.o 
dz 

(2) 
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Fig. 2. Generalized MT model. 

and is a functional. of electrical conductivity. The MT prob
lem, therefore, reduces to reconstruction of the impedance 
ZO = Z(z = 0) at the Earth's surface and to determination of 
the electrical conductivity O'(z) from the parametric depen
dence of the value ZO upon the frequency w. A central 
question in the theory of MT sounding is the selection of a 
class of fields permitting application of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
model. Wait [3], [4J and Price [5J arrived at the conclusion 
that the Tikhonov-cagniard impedance can be reconstructed 
for a class of fields with "sufficiently slow horizontal varia
tions." In this paper the main con·cepts of MT sounding are 
reconsidered and the classical Wait and Price criteria are 
supplemented with more extended criterion, thus considerably 
enlarging the range of practical applicability of the Tikhonov
Cagniard model. 

II. THE GENERALIZED MAGNETOTELLURIC PROBLEM 

In general one should assume that the external fields are of 
arbitrary confIguration and that the electrical conductivity 
of rocks varies not only in vertical but in horizontal directions 
also. The problem of MT sounding can then be formulated as 
follows (Fig. 2): imd the distribution of the electrical conduc
tivity O'(M) within the earth from the tangential components i: = Un x E(Mo)] x n]. ~ = Un x H(Mo)1 x it] of the 
MT fields, measured simultaneously at all Mo points of the 
Earth's surface So. In order to solve this generalized MT 
problem, the linear operator ~,w transforming ~ to E: 
must be introduced: 

(3) 

The operator ~,w is related to the distribution of O'(M) and 
parametrically depends En w. This generalizes the imped
ance relations (1) and Z~.w can therefore be referred to as 
the Tikhonov-Cagniard operator. Transformation (3) is the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard trans/ormation. 

Not resorting to intuition, we shall prove that the Tikhonov
Cagniard operator does exist. The proof arises directly from 
an analysis of the following boundary-value problem. Let the 
Earth's surface So bound the inhomogeneous Earth which has 
an arbitrary distribution O'(M). The magnetic field ii within 
the Earth satisfies the equation 

(4) 

where 

k 2 = iwlJ.oO', Re(k) > O. 

On the interfaces Si of discontinuities of the electrical conduc
tivity O'(M) certain conjugation conditions must be satisfied: 

[il-rlsi = 0, [.!. curI-r ill = 0 
0' JSi 

where the brackets represent function discontinuity, Le., the 
difference between limiting values on the inner and outer sides 
of the interface Si. On the surface of the Earth the values of 
~, and hence also those of 3~/an = -divS~, are given 
(divS is a symbol for two-dimensional divergence). It is known 
from the theory of partial differential equations that this prob
lem has only one solution. It can be expressed as 

il(M) = Jf Go,w(M,Mo)~(Mo) dSMo 
So 

where Ga,w is the matrix Green's function governed by the 
distribution of O'(M) and is parametrically dependent on w. 
The solution obtained provides the electric field 

- 1 -+ E(M) = - curl H(M) 
O'(M) 

= O'(~ curl ff Go,w (M,Mo)~(Mo)dSMo' 
S. 

Now all that is necessary is to move the point M to the Earth's 
surface and, confining oneself to determination of i:, to 
write down 

(5) 

where the matrix function Ka,w is the result of the Green's 
function differentiation and reduction. It is evident that 
-0 -+ 
E-r is determined by linear transformation of H:, which was 
to be proved. Th~ matrix function Ka,w is the kernel of the 
integral operator zg,w determined completely by the distribu
tion of O'(M). 

To each distribution of a(M), i.e., to each geoelectrical model, 
corresponds its own matrix Ka,w, i.e., its own Tikhonov
Cagniard operator. A concrete form of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
operator (i.e., of the matrix Ka,w) can be found by solving a 
direct problem. The inverse problem is reduced to reconstruc
tion of the Tikhonov-Cagniard operator from the known 
values E~ and ii: ,and to the determination of the distribution 
of a(M) in a selected class of geoelectrical models. 

III. TIKHONOV-CAGNIARD OPERATOR FOR 
PLANE-LAYERED EARTH 

It would be interesting to fmd the structure of the Tikhonov
Cagniard operator for the class of plane-layered which are the 
basis of the MT theory. Unlike (5), the operator ~,w will 
be determined in integrodifferential form. This will help to 
avoid generalized functions and will render the results more 
visual. Consider a model in which the Earth's surface coin
cides with the plane z = 0 of the Cartesian system x, y, z 
(Fig. 1) and the electrical conductivity of the Earth is a con
tinuous or piecewise continuous function O'(z). The Earth is 
excited by currents randomly distributed in the ionosphere. 
The air exhibits a fmite electrical conductivity. Hence, two 
mechanisms involved here are electromagnetic induction and 
galvanic leakage. 
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According to (4), the magnetic field within the Earth (z;;' 0) 
satisfies the equations 

All + k2H _.!. do (aHx _ aHz) = 0 
x x odz az ax 

All +k2H _ ~ do (aHy _ aHz) =0 
y y 0 dz az ay 

AlIz + k2Hz. = o. (6) 

On the surface of the Earth H x = II!c, H y = HJ,. On the planes 
Z = Z" where o(z) is discontinuous, the conjugation conditions 

[Hx1z; = 0 [Hy1zi = 0 [.!. (aH" - aH",\, = 0 
o az ax7J Zt 

[~ (aHy _ aHz\, = 0 
o az ayJLt 

are met. When z -+ 00 the magnetic field vanishes. The me
dium is magnetically uniform and, consequently, the Ii field 
satisfies 

aHx aHy aHz -+-+-=0. ax Oy az 
The E field is expressed via the Ii field: 

..... 1 _ 
E=-curIH. 

o 

(7) 

(8) 

This three-dimensional problem can be reduced to one
dimensional by Fourier transformations: 

+QO 

h(z, a, (3) = ff Ii(x,y,z) exp - i(ax + (3y) dx dy 
-co 

+00 

;(z,a,{3)=fJ E(x,y,z)exp-(ax+{3y)dxdy. (9) 

-GO 

Here a and {3 are the spatial frequencies along the x- and 
y-axes, respectively. The Fourier transforms Ii and e are the 
spatial spectra of the electromagnetic field. Transition to a 
one-dimensional problem greatly simplifies the model analysis. 

According to (6) and (9), the Ii spectrum satisfies the 
equations 

, 
" 2 0 , h -'l'I h --(h -tall )=0 
" " x 0" z 

(10) 

where f12 = QJ + {32 - k2 and Re f1 > 0; the primes represent 
differentiation with respect to z. On the Earth's surface 
h" = h~ and hy = h~. The conjugation conditions are written 
in the form 

[.!. (h~ - 11th) = o. 
o 1z1 
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When z -+ 00 one has h -+ O. It follows from condition (7) that 

iallx + ilthy + h~ = O. (1 I) 

According to (8) and (9), the e spectrum is determined by the 
h spectrum: 

1 I 
e =-(llth -h) x 0 z y 

1 , 
e =-(h - tall ) y 0 x z 

i 
ez = - (ally -Ithx). 

o 

Now we express h and e via scalar potentials, 

Uh = allx + Ithy Uti = Ithx - ally. 

These potentials satisfy the equations 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

as well as conditions of continuity for Uh, Uti, U;'/f12 and 
U~/o at the interfaces of discontinuities of 0, and the condi
tions that Uh -+ 0 and Uti -+ 0 as z -+ 00 • 

According to (10) through (13), 

and 

h = aUh +{3Ue 
x a2 +{32 

(jUh - aUe 
h =:-....;=--~ 

y a2 +fh 
h" {(all' +Ith') i 

h =.2.=_ x Y --rt" 
Z f12 f1" f1" 

(15) 

(16) 

The potentials Uh and Uti allow separation .of the field into 
two parts, called H mode and E mode. In the H mode, de
scribed by potential Uh, there is no Ez component, whereas 
in the E mode, described by potential Uti, there is no Hz 
component. 

If the field contains only the H mode, then 

i , 
h =-- Uh z f12 

(I 7) 

In this field configuration the Earth is excited by induction 
(the ionospheric currents induce telluric currents). According 
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to (17), 

ex = Zhhy and ey = -Zhx (18) 

where Zit is the spectral impedance 01 the magnetic type: 

Zh = iwJ.l.o uk. 
TI'J. Ult 

(19) 

According to (14), Zit satisfies the Riccati equation 

dZ TI'J. __ h+ __ Z'J. =iwJ.l.. 
dz iwJ.l.o It 0 

(20) 

If the field contains only the E mode, then 

hy = - '2 a2 Ue 
a +" 

(21) 

In this field configuration the active mechanism is of galvanic 
character (the ionospheric currents overflow into the Earth). 
According to (21), 

ex = Zehy and ey = -Zeh;x (22) 

where Ze is the spectral impedance 01 the electric type: 

1 U; 
Z = --- (23) e 0 Ue ' 

According to (14), Ze satisfies the Riccati equation 

dZe TI'J. 
-- oZ" =--. 
dz e 0 

(24) 

If the field simultaneously contains the two modes, it is seen 
that after eliminating uk and U; from (15), (16), (19), and 
(20), 

This allows one to consider the coefficients zg and AZo as 
frequency characteristics of some spatial filters affecting the 
horizontal components of the magnetic field and their hori
zontal derivatives. It is easy to show that the functions zg 
and AZ admit an inverse Fourier transformation. Indeed, it 
follows from (20) and (24) that they depend parametrically 
on Tlo and have no singularities within the range 0 < Tlo < co. 

At the ends of this range their asymptotic values are limited: 

zg =Zo + O(Tla) } 

Z~ = ZO + O(TI~) , for Tlo -- 0 (28) 

AZo = const + O(Tla) 

and 

zg = OO/TlO)} 
Z~ = O(Tlo) , for Tlo -- co 

AZo = O(1/Tlo) 

(29) 

where ZO = Z(z = 0) is the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance 
determined by (2). 

Fourier transformation of zg and AZo provides the spatial 
characteristics of the filters: 

+00 

G~(x,y) = 4:2 If zg(vlQr:;-f} exp i(ax +{3y) dad{j 

+"'" 

G1z(x,y) = 4~ If AZO(Va2 +(32) exp i(ax +(jy) dad{j. 

-'" 
(30) 

These flIters exhibit two remarkable properties: I) they are 
axially symmetric and 2) they are local. 

To prove their axial symmetry, use will be made of the well
known relations between Fourier and Hankel integrals: 

+'" ex = c43AZh;x + (Zit - aZAZ)hy 

ey =-(Zh {j2AZ)hx - afJAZhy (25) 4~ II {(va'J +{j2)expi(CU +(3y) dad{j 

where 

Z ""Z 
AZ= h '2 e andTio = vaZ +{j'2. 

Tlo 

On the surface of the Earth 

e~ = afJAZoh~ + (zg - a2 AZo) h~ 

e~ = - (zg 132 AZO )h~ - c43AZoh~ (26) 

where zg = Zh(Z = 0) and AZo = AZ(z = 0). The spectra of 
the horizontal components of the electric field are linearly 
transformed spectra of the horizontal components of the 
magnetic field. The linear transformation coefficients are 
expressed in terms of the spectral impedances of the magnetic 
and electric types. The expressions thus derived determine 
the form of the Tikhonov-cagniard operator in the spectral 
domain. 

To determine the spatial relations it is convenient to cast 
transformation (26) in the form 

e~ = Zgh~ + AZo(aPh~ - a2h~) 

ey = -Zgh~ + ~(J32h~ - afJh;). (27) 

-... 

I I"" = 2'11' ° I(Tlo) Jo(Tlor} Tlod110 

where Tlo = ~, r = Vx 2 + y2, and J ° is the zeroth
order Bessel function. Then, according to (30), 

1 Leo G~(x,y) = G~(r) = - Z~(Tlo) Jo(Tlor} TlodTio 
2'11' 0 

(31) 

Locality of the filters follows from the Tikhonov [6J theorem 
of asymptotic behavior of integrals containing Bessel func
tions. By applying this theorem to integrals (31) one fmds 
that for r -+ 00 the G~ and G1z functions decrease faster than 
1/1" , where n is any integer. 

The functions G~ and G1z are the kernels of integral and 
integro-differential transformations determining the form of 
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the Tikhonov-Cagniard operator in the space domain. Indeed, of transformations (27) and (32), consideration is given to the 
applying an inverse Fourier transformation to (27) and using transformations 
the theorem of spectral convolution reveals that 0 0 0 0 0 (33) 

ex = Zhhy ey = -Zhhx 
+-

~(M~) = ff G~(rM.M~ )I:tt<Mo)dSM. 
-CD 

+-

~(M~) = - II G~(rMoM~)~(Mo)dSMo 

In these formulas Mo = {x, y, o}, M~ = {x', y', o}, and 
rM.M~ = ";(x - X')2 + (y _J')2. It is evident from (32) that 
the main contribution to E: arises from a bounded area which 
has the form of a circle centered at the point M~.This is 
in effect a filter pass area. Its radius is a measure of the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard operator locality. 

The Tikhonov-Cagniard operator consists of integral and 
integro-differential terms. Let us attempt to elucidate their 
physical sense. The integral terms are associated with the 
kernel G~ determined by the spectral impedance zg of the 
magnetic type. They therefore reflect the contribution of 
the H mode, i.e., the electromagnetic induction in the Earth. 
The integro-differential terms, on the other hand, are associ
ated with the vertical component of the electric currents. 
Indeed, 

They evidently reflect the contribution of the E mode, i.e., 
the galvanic mechanism of Earth excitation. Numerous evalua
tions performed by different authors for many types of MT 
variations have shown that the contribution of the E mode 
to the horizontal components of the MT field is negligible and 
that the telluric currents have an inductive origin (Chapman 
and Bartels [7]; Eckhardt et al. (8]; Swift [9); Berdichevsky 
et al. (10); Berdichevsky and Feinberg (11); Vanyan and 
Berdichevsky (12]; Hermance (13) j Dmitriev [14]). There
fore, without any noticeable loss of accuracy, it is possible to 
disr~gard galvanic phenomena and to consider only electro
magnetic induction. Mathematically this means that instead 

and 

+-

E~(M~) = If G~(rM.M; )IIj(Mo) dSM. 

+-

~(M~) = - [I G~(rM.M~)~(Mo) dSM. (34) 

connected with the E mode (Wait [4]; Price [5]). Chetaev 
et aZ. [l S] object rather vigorously, though without sufficient 
grounds, to such an approximation. The question of neglect
ing the E mode is, however, not a critical point in magneto
tellurics since, over the range of frequencies used for practical 
MT soundings, the asymptotic behavior (28) holds good and, 
hence, Z~ ~ zg ~ ZO (Madden and Swift [16]). Over this 
frequency range, the lower limit of which depends on a degree 
of field nonuniformity, both modes yield the Tikhonov
Cagniard impedance. 

IV. SPECTRAL AND LocAL MAGNETOTELLURIC SoUNDING 

The spectral and spatial Tikhonov-Cagniard transformations 
make it possible to construct two schemes of MT sounding. 
The fIrst scheme makes use of spectral transformations (26) 
effected by the matrix operator 

Z -"0 o:tJu,o ZZ - o:2u,ol 
I1,W - _ ZZ + tJ2 tlZ° - o:tJu,o (35) 

which, with the E mode discarded, takes the form 

zg.~ -I_~ ~II· (36) 

This scheme assumes !lnchronous measurements of the 
horizontal components c.:, m over a rather vast area, and 
.:construction of the impedance ZZ ;;; ZO from the Fourier 

spectra -;~ and h:. This type of MT sounding will be called 
spectral. Spectral MT sounding gives a distribution o(z) aver
aged over the whole area covered by the Fourier transforma
tion. Evidently, this procedure is appropriate only if one 
wants to study rather large-scale or global effects. To the 
authors' knowledge there has never been any practical applica
tion of the spectral scheme of MT sounding. It is, however, 
very attractive from a theoretical viewpoint as it deals with 
simple formulas and facilitates analysis of the MT sounding 
resolution. Excellent examples of such analysis can be found 
in the work by Wait [3), [4], Price [5], Srivastava [17], and 
Weidelt [18]. 

The second scheme is aimed at the local determination of 
o(z). It is connected with the use of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
impedance. This scheme assumes measurements of the hori
zontal components i#, m at a single site and reconstruction 
of the matrix operator 

ZO _II 0 z011 a,w - -Zo 0 (37) 

effecting transformation (1). This type of MT sounding will 
be called local. Local MT sounding is one of the most popular 
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methods employed in modem geoelectrics. It is applicable 
in the class of fields for which the Tikhonov-Cagniard model 
is valid. 

V. ON THE PRACTICAL APPLICABILITY OF THE 
TIKHONOV-CAGNIARD MODEL 

This question is usually treated in terms of spectral repre
sentations (Wait [3], [41; Price [5}; Madden and Swift {16]; 
Berdichevsky et al. [19 D. The deciding criteria have been 
derived from the asymptotic behavior of the spectral imped
ances z~, ~ of the magnetic and electric types for '110 ~ O. 
According to (28), 

ZZ - ZO and Z~ ...., ZO , for '110 = ya2 + (12 -- 0 

where zO is the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance. These asymp
totic formulas define a range of low spatial frequencies 
where the spectral impedances practically coincide with the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance. Consider, as an example, a 
homogeneous Earth (0 = const) for which, according to (2), 
(20), and (24), 

o ~'WIlO Z == ---
o 

(38) 

and 

(40) 

where 

then the Tikhonov-Cagniard integro-4ifferential operator 
determined by (32) degenerates into matrix operator (37), 
whose effect is reduced to multiplying Hz and Hy by the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance. To prove this we introdUce 
(43) into (32): 

+00 

~(M~) = Ifi,(M~) If G~(rMoM~) dSMo 
-00 

nO , +"" 
ony(Mo)ff 0 • + ~ I GZ(rM M')(Y - Y )dSM uy 0 0 " 

-00 

+ .. 

~(M~) = -Jti(M~) If G't(rM"M~) dSMo 
-00 

nO I +"" 
anx(Mo) If 0 , 

- ~ I GZ(rM M')(X - x )dSM 
!IX " " 0 

_00 

aJti(M~) f.+Joo 0 • 
- ay' _00 GZ(rM"M~)(y - y ) dSM". 

According to (28) and (30) the fIrst integrals on the right
hand sides of these formulas simply yield 

d-i 2 
wlloo 

+00 +00 

(41) Jf G't(rM M')dSM = lim IJG~(x.y)eXp-i(ax + (1y)dxdy 
"" "d-O 

_00 fJ .... O -QO is the field penetration depth. If 

'I1od« 1 (42) 

then Z~ ~ Z~ ~ ZO. Condition (42) relates the field penetra
tion depth and the spatial frequencies for which application of 
the Tikhonov-Cagniard model is permitted. This is the well
known Wait-Price criterion. Theoretically it is an ideal crite
rion, but it proves difficult to use in practice, since we know 
too little about the spatial spectrum of pulsations and bays 
which provide the basic excitation sources for MT sounding. 
Price tries to avoid this difficulty by approximating the field 
with single spatial harmonics whose parameter '110 reflects the 
source size. But such a model approximation is rather specula
tive and hardly improves the accuracy of the results. Thus 
the spectral approach is more of cognitive than of practical 
importance. 

The Wait-Price criterion has played a significant role in the 
development of MT's. But it gave rise to a false impression 
that the Tikhonov-Cagniard model can be applied only in 
the cases where the field is "uniform over horizontal distances 
which are large compared to the penetration depth" (Niblett 
(20]). 

Looking for more realistic practical criteria we tum to the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard spatial transformations. We shall prove 
the following statement: if the horizontal components of the 
magnetic field vary linearly, i.e., if 

..... r';o. , )oH2(Mo') + ( 
~(Mo)=nr(Mo)+(x x ax' y 

, a~(M~) 
y) oy' 

Because of the axial symmetry of the G't ftlter it follows that 

1"" {2" = () G~(r)r2 dr 0 cos \(Jd\(J = 0 

and 

{

CO (2'1f 
= Ghr)r2 dr L sin \(Jd\(J= O. 

o 0 

Consequently, 

~(M~) = Z°Ifi,(M~) and E'(M~) = -Zo~(M~) 

or 

II~(M~)II=II 0 zOII'II~(M~)11 
~(Mo) -zO 0 Ifi,(Mo) 
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which was to be proven. In this model the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
impedance can be derived from the horizontal components of 
the fields measured at any point of the Earth's surface. We 
have, therefore, shown that the model with an arbitrary linear 
variation in ~ still allows the formal determination of the 
Tikhonov-0zgniard impedance. 

To obtain the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance in practice, it 
will suffice if the horizontal components of the magnetic field 
change linearly over the pass area of the G~ and G~ filters. 
We shall now estimate the radius of this area (fIlter radius). 
The simplest case is a homogeneous Earth, where a = constant. 
According to (31), (39), and (40), 

GO = _ iWllo j." Jo('Tlor)'Tlod'Tlo 

z 27T 0 y'Tl~ - k 2 

iWllo exp ikr =------
27T r 

GO = --1-1" Jo('Tlor)'Tlod'Tlo 
AZ 27Ta 0 y'Tl~ - k2 

1 exp ikr 
=-----

27Ta r 
(44) 

The G£ and GXz fIlters are two-dimensional. Their effect is 
characterized by the functions 

G~ = 27TrG~ and G~ = 27TrG~. (45) 

Indeed, if the two-dimensional axially symmetric filter G 
affects F, then 

= 1" G(r)F(r) dr 
o 

where F is the mean value of F on the circle of radius r, 

1 1211' 
F(r) = - F(r, cp) dcp 

27T 0 

and G is the effective fIlter characteristic 

G(r) = 27TrG(r). 

The effective characteristics of the G~ and G~ fIlters, accord-
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1 

Fig. 3. Effective characteristics of the GZ and Gl,z idters for a 
homogeneous Earth. 

vary linearly over distances of the order of three times the 
field penetration depth d, the ratios Ex/Hy and Ey/Hx deter
mine the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance irrespective of the 
relations between the H and the E modes. It is interesting 
to compare this criterion with the spectral criterion (42) 
written in the form L » 27Td, where L is the harmonic spatial 
period. The harmonic comprising a few tens of d admits of a 
linear approximation over a distance of 3d. The two criteria 
are therefore consistent. 

In the case of a layered Earth, calculations become more 
complicated. The best estimate is derived after splitting up 
the G~ fIlter. We introduce the wave number kl = yiwlloa, 
of the first layer and represent flZo in the form 

where 

flZo = ZZ -~ ZZ _ ~ 
'Tl~ kl kl 

o( ,'Tl:.:.:~~-~k:..!l.:..)z::.!!.~ _+....:.k~l:.::z~~ 
V =-

'Tl~ 

Then, according to (31), 

(47) 

(48) 

(49) 

ing to (44) and (45), have the form where 

~ = - iwllo exp ikr and G~ = -.!.. exp ikr. 
a 

Upon normalization, one obtains 

I G~ 1= e-r/d and aGo = e-r/d (46) 
Wllo AZ 

where d is the field penetration depth calculated by (41). 
Clearly the two characteristics coincide. They are shown in 
Fig. 3. Having limited the pass area by a level of 0.2 one 
obtains the fIlter radius rG = 1.6d. The maximum size of 
the pass area is 3.2d. Thus the following statement can be 
made: If on the surface of a homogeneous Earth Hx and Hy 

(SO) 

Consequently, 
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The second term can be integrated by parts: 

+co .0 ' 

if ° Jz(Mo) x-x + GW(rM M') ---- dSM 
o 0 kl rM M' 0 

-00 0 0 

(51) 

where 

° 1 dG~(r) 
GW(r)=----

kl dr 

(52) 

In a similar way, 

In these transformations the E mode splits into two parts. 
The ftrst part, expressed by the horizontal derivatives of J~ , 
joins to the G~ fllter. The second part, connected directly 
with ;~, remains in the pass area of the Gfv filter. The G~ 
and Gfv filters have the same dimension and affect Ifj,,x + 
(1lkl)(a;~/ax, y) and J~/kl. If the Earth is homogeneous, 
then, according to (39), (40), (48), and (52), Gfv = O. Thus 
this fllter reflects the influence of the earth's vertical inhomo
geneity ("layering effect"). 

Consider two rather typical models, imitating the geoelec
trical structure of regions with, respectively, a higher and a 
poorer conducting sedimentary cover and with a fairly well 
conducting zone in the upper mantle. These are four-layer 
models with the parameters: 

Model I 
PI =3 n m P2 = 3 X 103 n m 

hi = 3 km h2 = 50 km 

Model II 
PI=30nm P2 = 3 X 103 n m 

hi = 3 km h 2 =50km 

The MT sounding curves calculated for these models are 
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Apparent resistivities were calculated 
using the traditional Tikhonov-Cagniard formula 

Izol2 
PT=--· 

wJ.l.o 

In the same figures one can see the effective characteristics 
of the filters 

G~ = 27TrG~ and ofv = 27TrGfv 

normalized by the factor l/wJ.l.o. They have been calculated 
for characteristic periods T referring to the ascending branches 
(T I , T2), maxima (T3 ), and descending branches (T4 ) of the 
PT curves. 

The G~ fllter just slightly depends on PI. Let us fmd its 
range rGz' as radius of the pass area limited by a level of 
0.2. The value of rGz increases with the variation period. 
Geophysicists engaged in studying sedimentary covers are 
usually quite satisfted to observe variations whose periods 
reach T I and T 2 • Over these periods r G Z = 1 5 and 75 km. 
Upper mantle investigations, on the other hand, would involve 
variations with periods T3 and T4. Here rGz = 150 and 
175 km. 

The Gfv fllter depends to a large extent upon PI. Defining 
level 0.2 off a maximum of the filter effective characteristic 
one fmds the radii rGw. 

TI T2 T3 T4 

Model I rGw= 50 225 850 1000 krn 

Model II rGw=40 125 270 300 krn 

As can be seen, the Gfv filter is much less local than the G~ 
fllter. However, these filters affect ftelds of quite different 
intensities. To variations in ~ of order 1 'Y ~ 10-3 AIm 
correspond variations in ;~ not exceeding, according to the 
most rigorous estimates by Morgunov et al. [15], 10-11 to 
10-12 A/m2

• If PI = 3 n m and T<:'104 s, then over the 
whole period range concerned in Model I, Il~ Ikll < 5 X 10-7 

to 5 X 10-8 AIm, which is three to four orders of magnitude 
lower than the ~ intensity. The same relations are obtained 
for Model II. It is hardly necessary to prove that the contri
bution of the Gfv fllter to ~ is negligible and almost does 
not affect the degree of locality of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
operator. 

It seems evident that locality of the Tikhonov-Cagniard 
operator is largely governed by the G~ fllter. The diameter 
of this filter is under 100-200 km when a sedimental cover 
with a thickness of up to 3 km is studied and increases to 
300-500 km for investigations of fairly well conducting forma
tions of the upper mantle lying as deep as 100 km. If, over 
such distances, the Hx and Hy components change linearly 
and the Earth layers are horizontal, the ratios Ex/Hy and 

P3 = 3 X 102 n m P4 = 3 X 10-2 n m 

h3 = 50 km 

P3 = 3 X 102 n P4 = 3 X 10-2 n 

h3 = 50 km 

EylHx determine the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance. Surpris
ing as it seems, the Tikhonov-Cagniard model can be applied 
to fields with fast horizontal variations! 

Judging by the results of modern geomagnetic measurements 
over distances of hundreds of kilometers, the horizontal com
ponents of the magnetic field can almost always be approxi
mated by linear functions. The only exceptions arise for 
zones with local field maxima (say, for the auroral zone). 
This speaks in favor of an almost general applicability of 
the Tikhonov-Cagniard model for the interpretation of MT 
sounding carried out in regions characterized by a horizontally 
homogeneous ground structure. Now it becomes clear why 
MT soundings in polar latitudes (for instance, in the Arctic 
ocean) agree fairly well with the Tikhonov-Cagniard model 
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Fig. 4. (a) MT sounding curve. (b) Effective characteristics of the 
GZ and GW fflters for Model I. 

in spite of rapid horizontal changes of the field (Trofimov 
and Fonarev [21]). 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The conclusion can be drawn that the condition determining 
applicability of the one-dimensional Tikhonov-Cagniard model 
is linearity of the horizontal field variations rather than the 
slowness of these variations. It is worthwhile to remember an 
early result obtained by Wait [3] regarding high-frequency 
asymptotics of the electric field. In the case of a homogeneous 
Earth 

-E?, = z0Jti + Zo (32Jti _ 3
2
Jti + 2 3

2Jti
) + 0 (...!.) . 

y 2k2 3x2 3y2 3x3y k4 

It is evident here that over a high-frequency range the devia
tion of Ej,IJti from the Tikhonov-Cagniard impedance is 
associated with the second but not with the first derivatives 
of ii~. This peculiar feature of high-frequency asymptotics is 
in full accord with our theory. 

It has been believed for years that the magnetotelluric fields 
should be uniform over distances of the order of hundreds 
of kilometers. This imposed too severe restrictions on the 
structure of the electromagnetic field under consideration 
and sometimes gave rise to doubts as to the reality of the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard model. Now the necessary conditions 
can be relaxed; all that is required is that the fields vary only 
linearly at the surface of the sounding area. This considerably 
extends the boundaries of practical applicability of the 
Tikhonov-Cagniard model. 

Madden and Nelson [22] titled their paper "A defence of 
Cagniard's magnetotelluric method." Our paper could have 
been titled "A justification of Tikhonov and Cagniard's 
magnetotelluric method." 
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Electromagnetic Induction in Thin Sheet 
Conductivity Anomalies at the Surface 

of the Earth 

JOHN T. WEAVER 

Abltmct-Lafmll variations in the Earth'. conductivity compUcate 
coDJJiderabIy the calculation of the electromapetic: response of the 
Earth to an external inducing field which is anlfom and horizontal. 
Although I1UIIytk: !JOI.utions have been found for • few simple tw& 
d:imeIUionai models in which the conductivity nrles in one horizontal 
direction only, it is necesary, in general, to :mort to numerical meth· 
ods. If the conductivity variations of interest are confined to a sur
face layer it is often possible to tepreleBt the Earth mathematically 
as a uniform conducttns hllf-apace covered by an Infinitely thin sheet 
of miable IUlface conductance. This simplit.k:ation effectiYely 
reduces by one the number of dimensions over which the field equa
tions need to be integrated numerk:aDy. It is shown that for a two
dimensional model the horizontal component of the electric field 
satisfies an integnl equation on the surface of the thin sheet, which 
can be solved namericaDy for arbitnly sheet conductance. The accu
racy of the numerical pmcedwe is confirmed by applying it to E- and 
B-poIariz.ation induction in two adjacent haIf-sheets and then compar
ing the solution obtained with known analytic: lOIutions of the same 
problem. In tlu:ee-dimensions the two horizontal components of the 
surface electric field satisfy a coupled pair of double integnl equations 
which can IlBo be solved numerically for an arbitnrily vuying conduc
tance of the surface sheet. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

X ELECTROMAGNETIC problem of .current interest in 
geophysics concerns the effect of lateral changes in the 
Earth's conductivity on telluric currents induced by an 

external magnetic source of either natural or artificial origin. 
Analytical solutions of even the simplest model structures are 
notoriously difficult, if not impossible, to obtain. In general, 
numerical methods must be used, but for three-dimensional 
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conductivity structures they can become unwieldy both in 
storage requirements and in the time required for the iterative 
procedure to converge. 

In some structures of practical interest, the conductivity 
anomalies are confined to a thin layer near the surface of the 
Earth. Obvious examples are shallow lying ore bodies, sedi
mentary layers, and, on a larger scale, the oceans whose electri
cal conductivity is orders of magnitude greater than that of the 
surrounding land masses. In such models it is often possible to 
consider a simplified mathematical model of the Earth in 
which the surface layer containing the conductivity anomaly is 
replaced by an infinitely thin sheet of variable conductance 
(integrated conductivity) underlain by a uniform or horizon
tally layered conducting half-space. By restricting the lateral 
variations in conductivity in this way we are able to limit the 
numerical solution of the induction problem to the surface 
plane; analytic solutions can be found in the regions above and 
below the surface. The fact that a numerical grid is required 
only on the surface plane not only reduces by one the number 
of dimensions over which the relevant equations have to be 
solved numerically, but also eliminates the numerical diffi
culties which would otherwise arise as a result of the need for 
very small grid spacings in the vertical direction to model the 
conductivity anomalies adequately. 

Across a thin sheet of variable conductance the tangential 
electric field is continuous, but the tangential magnetic field is 
discontinuous by an amount proportional to the surface current 
density in the sheet. These familiar boundary conditions were 
first applied to problems involving electromagnetic induction 
in thin sheets by Price [1] and have been used by several 
other authors since [21 -[ 51, in obtaining both analytical and 
numerical solutions. 
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